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Surface defects and their impact on the electronic
structure of Mo-doped CaO films: an STM and
DFT study
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Hans-Joachim Freunda and Niklas Nilius*ac
The functionality of doped oxides sensitively depends on the spatial distribution of the impurity ions and
their interplay with compensating defects in the lattice. In our combined scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM) and density functional theory (DFT) study, we analyze defects occurring in Mo-doped CaO(001)
films at the atomic scale. By means of topographic imaging, we identify common point and line defect
in the doped oxide, in particular Mo donors and compensating Ca vacancies. The influence of charged
defects on the oxide electronic structure is analyzed by STM conductance spectroscopy. The
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experimentally observed defect features are connected to typical point defects in the CaO lattice by
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pronounced inhomogeneity of the oxide electronic structure, reflecting the uneven spatial distribution

means of DFT calculations. Apart from the identification of individual defects, our study reveals a
of dopants in the lattice. Our results provide the basis for a better understanding of adsorption and
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reaction patterns on doped oxides, as widely used in heterogeneous catalysis.

1. Introduction
Doping has proven to be a versatile approach to tailor the
properties of oxide materials in electronic, optical and chemical
applications.1–4 In a simplified picture, substitution of a small
number of intrinsic ions with aliovalent dopants changes the
internal charge balance of the material. While insertion of
cationic substituents with a higher valence produces excess
electrons and transforms the material into an electron donor,5,6
incorporation of low-valence ions leads to hole-formation
followed by an acceptor-type behavior.7–9 A similar trend is revealed
when doping is carried out via anion exchange. The unusual
electronic properties of doped oxides were recently demonstrated
for CaOMo, a material with distinct donor characteristic. Gold
deposition onto this surface was found to be accompanied by a
substantial charge flow from the Mo dopants into the gold,
inducing a massive increase of the metal-oxide adhesion.10 Also
for O2 adsorption on CaOMo, electron exchange was observed,
resulting in the formation of superoxo-species with a high propensity for dissociation and a large oxidation potential.11 Li-doped
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MgO, on the other hand, acts as electron acceptor and the material
was therefore tested as reference catalyst for the oxidative coupling
of methane.12,13 Finally, nitrogen-doping has been discussed as
promising pathway to introduce p-type conductivity in ZnO and
TiO2, aiming for an utilization of low-gap oxides in solar cells and
optoelectronic devices.14,15
The charge-transfer picture developed above suggests that the
adjustment of donor or acceptor properties simply depends on
the insertion of suitable dopants into the oxide matrix. Unfortunately, the reality is more complex, as oxides develop diﬀerent
compensation mechanisms in order to suppress the eﬀect of the
external charges.16,17 A common response is the formation of
compensating defects in the lattice that are able to trap the
excess charges generated by the dopants. For example, donortype impurities strongly promote the formation of cationic
vacancies, which produce an electron deficiency and are therefore able to trap the extra electrons released by the high-valence
dopants.18 Similarly, O vacancies serve as compensating defects
for low-valence impurity ions. For example, the electron deficiency produced by monovalent substituents in divalent oxides
is balanced by the formation of oxygen defects (F centers)
with electron donor characteristic.13 The large thermodynamic
stimulus for such compensation reactions can be deduced from
calculated vacancy-formation energies that drop from 5 eV in the
pristine to 1.2 eV in Li doped MgO.19 Apparently, the development of compensating defects counteracts any attempt to alter
the internal charge balance via doping. It is therefore a main
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reason for the limited reliability of doping approaches in oxide
materials.16
To understand the interplay between dopants and compensating defects, information on their spatial arrangement in the
oxide lattice is required. As long as dopants and associated defects
are separated by large distances, the oxide may still develop the
desired charge-transfer behavior. In contrast, closely spaced
dopant-defect units are often electrically inactive as the excess
charges are eﬀectively trapped in the complex.1 Indirect information on the spatial correlation between dopant and compensating
defect has been obtained from optical and paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy.20 In these experiments, a specific optical or
magnetic response only occurs if the dopant resides in a low
symmetry site of the lattice, as produced by a nearby compensating
defect. In real space, scanning probe microscopy would be ideally
suited to determine the separation between dopant and associated
defect. Indeed, individual dopants have been successfully imaged
in semiconductors,21,22 low-gap oxides as TiO223 and ZnO,24 as
well as wide-gap compounds.25 Conversely, experimental data on
compensating defects are hardly found in the literature and the
geometry of dopant-defect complexes in oxides is essentially
unknown.
In this work, we have analyzed the defect structure of
Mo-doped CaO films using low-temperature scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) and density functional theory (DFT). We have
identified the topographic signatures of diﬀerent defects and
studied their influence on the electronic properties of the surrounding stoichiometric oxide. Our results reveal an unexpectedly large
electronic inhomogeneity of doped CaO films, being explained with
the uneven dopant distribution in the lattice.
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the conduction-band onset of CaO, as locally measured with STM
spectroscopy.11 The band edge was found to shift to lower
energies at higher Mo concentration, an eﬀect that reflects the
electron transfer from the dopants to the metal support and the
subsequent formation of an interface dipole. Conversely, the
conduction band experiences an upshift in weakly doped CaO films
of increasing thickness, as interface eﬀects are progressively screened
by the oxide matrix. Due to the insulating character of CaO, low-bias
STM imaging could be realized only for relatively thin films
(o10 ML).28 For thicker films, the measurements were performed
at bias voltages above the conduction band onset (Us 4 3.0 V), while
the tip crashed into the sample in the low-bias regime.
Calculations have been performed on the DFT level, using a
standard GGA (PBE) approach. The CaO band gap is too small
(4.0 eV) on this level of theory due to the underestimation of
electron localization. Realistic gap values can be achieved with
hybrid functionals, however other properties of doped CaO
hardly change with respect to the GGA approach, as shown in
a recent study.29 The CaOMo system is modeled either with a
(3  3) surface cell of a five layer slab or a (5  5) cell of a fourlayer slab. The doping is achieved by putting one Mo ion into
the 1st (surface), 2nd (sub-surface) or 3rd layer of the slab. The
electronic structure of the doped oxide is calculated with
G-point sampling of the Brillouin zone for the large unit cell,
but with a (4  4  1) k-point mesh for the smaller one.
Charged species are modeled by adding a uniform neutralizing
background.

3. Results and discussion
3.1.

2. Experiment and theory
The experiments have been carried out with a custom-built ultrahigh vacuum STM operated at liquid helium temperature (10 K).
CaO films, being the target material for doping, were prepared
by reactive Ca deposition onto a Mo(001) single crystal in 107
mbar of O2.26 The films have been vacuum-annealed at around
1000 K to stimulate crystallization. During the annealing step,
the CaO layer experiences self-doping due to Mo diﬀusion
from the metal substrate into the oxide matrix. This leads to
the development of a mixed oxide at the interface, in which 25%
of the cationic sites are occupied by Mo and a (2  2) superstructure with respect to bulk CaO appears in low-energy electron
diﬀraction.27 With increasing film thickness, the Mo concentration decreases and finally drops to zero at the surface of 25 ML
thick films. The desired dopant concentration in a near-surface
region has now been installed by two experimental routes that are
(i) changing the film thickness and (ii) increasing the annealing
temperature, hence the driving force for Mo diﬀusion. In films
thicker than 50 ML, co-evaporation of Mo and CaO has been
exploited to produce homogenous doping profiles.10 Information
on the mean Mo concentration was deduced from Auger and XPS
measurements that are discussed in detail in a forthcoming
publication. Alternatively, the dopant level was revealed from
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Topographic signature of point defects in CaOMo

Fig. 1 shows STM topographic images of two, roughly 30 ML
thick CaO films. The film on the left has been annealed to
1200 K for 15 min and exposes very wide, atomically-flat
terraces as well as a relatively high number of surface defects
(mean density higher than 2  1012 cm2). The film on the right
has only been tempered at 1000 K for 15 min. Its surface
consists of much smaller terraces that are delimited by a
network of dislocation lines running along the CaOh100i directions. These line defects spontaneously develop in the film, as a
means to reduce lateral strain arising from the coalescence of
neighboring oxide grains and from the 8% mismatch with
the Mo(001) support.27 In contrast to the highly annealed films,
the concentration of point defects is at least one order of
magnitude lower (o2  1011 cm2). A selection of point defects
appearing on the high-temperature films is displayed with
higher resolution in Fig. 1c and d. We can distinguish at least
four diﬀerent defect types that have been labelled A to D. Their
identification shall be the prime goal of this paper. Additional
features arise from adsorbates on the surface, in particular
from traces of oxygen and water. While the O2 molecules
typically appear as deep depressions in the STM, H2O is imaged
as a faint protrusion.11 The ad-species are distinguishable from
true lattice defects, as they can be displaced or desorbed from
the surface with bias pulses applied to the tip.
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Fig. 1 STM topographic images of two 30 ML thick CaO films annealed to
(a) 1200 K and (b) 1000 K (500  500 Å2). Note the diﬀerent defect
concentrations. (c and d) High resolution images showing the four diﬀerent
defect types discussed in the text (200  200 Å2).

The first intrinsic lattice defect discussed here is a round
depression of 0.8 Å depth and 7–10 Å diameter, values that
hardly change with the bias and current set-point for imaging
(Fig. 2a). This defect, denoted as A-type, is primarily found on
highly doped CaOMo films and its abundance increases sharply
with sample annealing. The defect mostly appears as isolated
species, but can agglomerate also to larger clusters, as marked
with A 0 in Fig. 1c. Also the next defect, called B-type, shows up
as a depression in the STM images (Fig. 2b). Its depth is
considerably reduced with respect to the A-defect (0.4 Å). In
addition, B-defects are surrounded by one, sometimes two
concentric rings of 15 and 40 Å diameter, respectively. No
changes in ring size are observed in the broad bias window
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from 2.5 to 5.5 V. The density of B-defects seems to be
connected to the one of A-defects, as both features become
more abundant upon high-temperature annealing. However,
the absolute number of A-defects always exceeds the one of
B-defects by almost one order of magnitude.
Also the third defect (C-type) shows up as characteristic ring
feature; however, the rings are much larger and may reach up to
50 Å diameter on the CaO surface (Fig. 1d). In contrast to
B-defects, the ring size sensitively depends on the film thickness
and the bias voltage in this case. Whereas an enlargement of the
ring diameter is observed on thicker films, the ring size exhibits a
minimum at 4 V and grows with decreasing or increasing bias
voltage. Another diﬀerence to A and B-defects is the absence of a
maximum or minimum in the ring center. Finally, Gaussian
protrusions of diﬀerent height can be observed on the CaOMo
films, the D-defects. The fainter maxima are as small as 0.15 Å,
while the larger ones reach a maximum height of 1.0 Å. A
selection of the main topographic defects found on the CaOMo
surface is presented in Fig. 2, both in 2D and pseudo 3D
representation for better visibility. Most of these defects were
detected on flat oxide terraces and not along step edges and
dislocation lines. We assume, however, that this distribution is
somewhat artificial and mainly governed by experimental diﬃculties to identify faint irregularities next to a highly corrugated defect
line. Moreover, the diﬀerent defect types coexist in one and the
same surface region. In particular, type A and C defects are often
found together with a mutual separation of less than 25 Å (Fig. 3).
3.2.

Identification of point defects in CaOMo

An assignment of the diﬀerent features observed on the CaOMo
surface to real point defects is diﬃcult with ab initio methods.
Although DFT calculations safely predict the ground-state
properties and thermodynamic stability of oxide defects, simulation of the respective STM images is not always conclusive
due to the unknown tip conditions and deficiencies of the
Tersoﬀ–Hamann approach to describe image formation on gap

Fig. 2 Close-up images of the four typical defects on the surface of CaOMo films (a, b and d: 50  50 Å2, c: 100  100 Å2). (a) Minimum of 0.8 Å depth
(A-defect). (b) Shallow depression surrounded by concentric rings (B-defect). (c) Ring features with up to 50 Å diameters (C-defect) and (d) shallow
protrusions of 0.15 Å height (D-defect). Top and bottom images are 2D and pseudo 3D representations of the same defect type.
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Fig. 3 (a) STM topographic and (b) corresponding dI/dV image of a 30 ML
thick CaO film. Note the spatial proximity between the A and C defects.
The latter is best seen in the conductance image due to its small apparent
height (200  200 Å2).

materials. We therefore use plausibility considerations and
input from earlier calculations to connect the experimentally
observed features to defects in the oxide lattice.10,18,29
The following defects need to be considered in our system:
Mo dopants, compensating cationic vacancies and oxygen
vacancies, as the fundamental oxide defect. The Mo ions are
expected to substitute Ca2+ species in the rocksalt lattice and
might be present in diﬀerent charge states that are in a Kröger–

 30
Vink notation: Mo
While the first one is
Ca ; MoCa and MoCa .
2+
isovalent with the substituted Ca ion, the latter two carry a
positive net charge. According to DFT calculations,29 higher
oxidation states are systematically preferred from an energy
point of view, as this removes high-lying electrons from energy
levels in the band gap. The release of Mo electrons requires
however the presence of suitable acceptor states, which are
18
provided by Ca vacancies (V
or suitable line defects.31,32
Ca )
Each Ca vacancy produces two hole-states in the oxygen-derived
valence band, which are able to trap two electrons from
adjacent Mo donors. The efficiency of such internal compensation scheme becomes evident from the calculated formation
energy of VCa centers. Whereas Ca vacancy formation costs 8 eV
in pristine CaO, this value drops to 1.5 eV in the Mo doped

material.18 Charged Ca vacancies, the V
Ca and VCa centers, can
occur if one or two extra electrons get trapped in the O 2p holestates generated by the neutral vacancy. Finally, oxygen vacan

cies with different charge state (V
O ; VO and VO defects) might
be present in the oxide lattice. The easiness to produce VO
defects in CaO controls the abundance of Ca vacancies and, in
turn, the charge state of the Mo dopants. In general, preparation at O2-poor conditions promotes the development of O
vacancies, which sets a thermodynamic hindrance for simultaneous insertion of Ca defects. Conversely, preparation at high
O2 chemical potential favors the development of compensating
Ca holes, pushing the Mo ions to higher oxidation states. Note
that the simultaneous development of cationic and anionic
vacancies is considered to be unlikely from an energetic point
of view.16
On the basis of these thermodynamic considerations, the
preparation conditions realized in the experiment and the
morphological fingerprints seen in STM, we now propose the
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following assignment of the experimental features A–D to
lattice defects in CaOMo. The ring-like C-feature is connected
to the charging signature of single subsurface Mo2+ ions in the
electric field of the STM tip, as already discussed in an earlier
paper.25 Upon scanning with a negatively biased tip, the oxide
electronic states experience an upshift that may lead to a
temporary ionization of the Mo ions in the near surface region
of the oxide. The charge transfer from the localized Mo orbitals
into the CaO conduction band becomes feasible, as the dopant
HOMO locates only 1.5 eV below the band onset, an energy
difference that is easily overcome via tip-induced band bending.
The hence positively charged Mo ion (a MoCa defect) generates an
attractive Coulomb potential around the defect that locally
increases the available LDOS for electron tunneling from the
tip.24,33 As a result, a bright circular region shows up around
the dopant, being associated to the C-defect. The size of the
charging ring is given by the maximum distance at which the tip
is still able to ionize the Mo donor. It therefore depends on the
thickness of the film, its dielectric response, and the applied bias
voltage that controls the band bending. The charging rings occur
only for Mo ions in low oxidation states, while Mo4+ and Mo5+
species cannot be oxidized in the tip electric field as their HOMO
levels are too deep in the band gap.25
We continue our discussion with the A-defect that shows up
as plain hole in the CaO surface over the entire experimental
bias window (Fig. 2a). The defect is assigned to an empty Ca
vacancy (a V
Ca center). It appears with negative contrast in the
STM, because it is a simple void in the top-most CaO plane
from a structural point of view, and does not introduce new
electronic states into the gap region that would enhance the
tunneling probability.18 Note that a similar conclusion has
been drawn from earlier experiments on Cr-doped MgO films,
where circular depressions in the MgO surface have been
related to the compensating Mg-vacancies and not to the Cr
dopants.34 Also the B-defects are associated with Ca vacancies,
although they appear with reduced contrast and feature a
characteristic sombrero shape. We propose that these vacancies
are either located in a subsurface plane or hold extra electrons

from adjacent Mo donors, converting them into V
Ca or VCa
centers. The deviating charge state with respect to an intrinsic
Ca2+ ion leads to a screened Coulomb potential around the
q
defect: Vc ¼ 
that serves as scattering center for electrons
e0 er r
and may express bound electronic states.35 Both eﬀects might
be responsible for the development of concentric rings around
the B-defect, hence its characteristic sombrero shape.37 From
STM images, as the one shown in Fig. 3, we deduce a certain
spatial proximity between A (sometimes B) and C defects,
reflecting the mutual stabilization between a donor species
and its compensating cationic vacancy.13,18 However, our data
base is not suﬃcient for a statistical evaluation of the mean A–C
distances and we therefore refrain from a discussion of interaction energies.
Identification of the D defects (Fig. 2d) is ambiguous; however an assignment to diﬀerent adsorbates seems plausible. Both
CO2 and H2O are known to interact strongly with CaO and may
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spontaneously bind to the surface even at ideal vacuum conditions.36 Also, the formation of molybdyl species (MoQO) from
Mo ions in the topmost oxide layer is possible. A clear assignment would require more systematic adsorption studies and is
beyond the scope of this paper.
Finally, we want to explain why O vacancies have been
disregarded in our interpretation. As discussed before, the
CaOMo film features strong electron-donor behavior and excess
electrons are abundant in the lattice. Neutral oxygen vacancies
(V
O ) act as electron donors as well, as they are able to transfer
up to two electrons to suitable trap sites.13 The development of
O defects in the oxide is therefore energetically unfavorable and
would push the charge balance further to the electron-rich side.
Moreover, the observed point defects are not compatible with
the signature of oxygen vacancies that have been described in
detail for MgO thin films.37 In the next chapter, we discuss the
impact of the diﬀerent point and line defects on the local
electronic structure of the oxide film.

3.3.

Electronic fingerprints of defects in CaOMo films

CaO, as a wide-gap insulator of 7.1 eV band gap, has a rather
simple electronic structure that consists of a Ca 3s type conduction and an O 2p type valence band. The Mo impurities alter this
structure by shifting the energy position of the CaO bands and
introducing localized states into the band gap. As the dopant
concentration is not homogenous in the oxide matrix, the
electronic properties will display spatial modulations both
vertical and parallel to the surface. Three energy windows are
of interest in an STM experiment that deals with Mo dopants in a
CaO matrix, (i) the gap region, (ii) the onsets of the CaO bulk
bands and (iii) the vacuum states above the surface. While the
gap region includes the 4d levels of the Mo dopants,10 the band
onsets carry information on band-bending eﬀects due to excess
charges in the film.38 Finally, the vacuum states may be explored
to deduce the influence of Mo donors on the CaO(001) surface
potential.39
(i) Gap region. We start our discussion with diﬀerential
conductance (dI/dV) spectra taken across the CaO band gap. As
electron transport in this regime requires tunneling through an
insulating layer, the experiments were performed on thin films
of 10 ML thickness. Fig. 4a shows a typical dI/dV curve taken on
clean CaO away from surface defects. The spectrum is governed
by sharp rises in the dI/dV signal at 4.0 and +2.0 V, marking
the valence and conduction band onset in the oxide film,
respectively. Additional maxima are detected in the gap region,
especially at low bias set-points and short tip-sample distances
(Fig. 4a, red and orange curves). These gap states are induced
by the Mo dopants, an assumption that is readily confirmed by
DFT calculations (Fig. 4b).10 The computed LDOS displays a set
of Mo 4d levels, split into a higher eg and a lower t2g manifold in
the CaO crystal field. Whereas the t2g states contain those d
orbitals that point away from the O ligands and are stabilized
by the octahedral crystal field, the eg states experience an
up-shift due to the repulsion between Mo 4d and O 2p orbitals
pointing in the same direction.20 Spin-up and spin-down states
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Fig. 4 (a) Conductance spectrum and (b) calculated LDOS (PBE) of CaOMo
films. The experimental curves have been taken at diﬀerent bias set-points:
dark red curve: +2.0 V, red and orange curve +1.0 V. The eg and t2g
contributions to the Mo 4d states are clearly distinguishable in experimental
as well as calculated spectra. The calculations refer to a Mo3+ dopant in a
subsurface position.

display diﬀerent energies as well, given the substantial on-site
Coulomb repulsion in the spatially confined d levels. Further
shifts are induced by the diﬀerent charge states of the dopants
that are also responsible for Jahn–Teller distortions in the case
of an uneven electron count in the Mo 4d levels.29 Here, a
higher Mo oxidation state shifts the gap states to lower energies
in response to the attractive Coulomb potential at the dopant
site.18 The various impacts on the Mo 4d levels render a direct
comparison between the dI/dV spectra and the calculated
LDOS difficult. However, a qualitative interpretation of the
dI/dV peaks is possible, and the high-lying eg states at the
conduction-band onset are safely distinguished from the t2g
levels located in the middle of the gap.
The distribution of Mo dopants in the CaO lattice is not
expected to be homogenous, which gives rise to spatial modulations in the electronic structure. Topographic STM images
hardly reveal such eﬀects, as they integrate over electronic states
in a wide bias window; however dI/dV maps may provide energydependent information on the electron transport channels. This
is demonstrated in Fig. 5, which shows in (a) the smooth surface
morphology of 15 ML CaOMo with a small number of cationic
vacancies (A-defects), and in (b) the respective dI/dV maps that
exhibit a surprisingly large contrast. As a function of the bias
voltage, regions with high and low dI/dV signal alternate on the
surface and produce an irregular pattern with 30–50 Å structure
size. Whereas for some bias values, a correlation with the defect
morphology is evident, no relation between dI/dV contrast
and defect landscape is revealed for others. The A-defects, for
example, introduce areas of high conductance at 0.8–1.0 V
sample bias, while no obvious contrast is detected in maps
taken below 0.5 V. A possible explanation for this variability is
the occurrence of ‘hidden’ conductance channels, introduced by
bulk or surface defects that do not leave topographic fingerprints
in the STM images. In fact, we expect an enhanced dI/dV signal
in regions that contain a large number of Mo dopants with 4d
levels matching the preset sample bias. Conversely, low dI/dV
contrast prevails when either the density of dopants is low or
their level energy does not overlap with the imaging bias. This
interrelation between structure and electronic properties is the
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Fig. 5 (a) STM topographic image and (b) corresponding dI/dV maps taken on 15 ML thick CaOMo films at the indicated bias voltages (200  200 Å2).
The inhomogeneity of the electronic structure reflects the uneven spatial distribution of Mo ions inside the oxide lattice.

likely reason for the highly corrugated dI/dV maps taken at bias
voltages inside the CaO band gap.
Although individual donors cannot be identified, the dI/dV
maps of Fig. 5b suggest an agglomeration of Mo impurities
and/or compensating defects in certain regions of the CaO
lattice. A clustering of impurities and defects has been observed
for other oxides before, for instance for V2O338 and Li-doped
silica.40 Driving force for such eﬀects might be the minimization of lattice strain, e.g. by isolating defect-poor and defect-rich
areas. We emphasize at this point that defect-clustering aﬀects
not only the electronic structure but also the local adsorption
and reactivity behavior of the doped oxides.
(ii) Oxide band edges. The second region of interest is the
onset of the CaO conduction band, where intrinsic oxide states
become available for tunneling. Spatial maps of the band onset
provide insight into the charge balance on the surface, as small
amounts of extra charges may already induce band bending
eﬀects in the poorly screened oxide.28,38 In general, a built-up of
positive charge causes a downshift of the CaO bands, while
electron accumulation triggers an upward bending due to the
enhanced electron–electron repulsion. The magnitude of band
bending is controlled by the dielectric response of the material
and by the layer thickness, if the films are thinner than the
Debye screening length.41,42
A set of dI/dV spectra taken on defect-free CaO terraces and
Ca vacancies is shown in Fig. 6a. Although the true band onset
is diﬃcult to fix due to the unknown impact of gap states and
tip-induced band bending, the fundamental conductance rise
clearly occurs at diﬀerent bias values. It is first observed on the
defect-free CaO film, where a conductance step is detected at
B1.3 V, but shifts upward by a few 100 mV on cation vacancies
and vacancy clusters (A and B defects). The opposite trend is
revealed for C-defects and CaO dislocation lines, being the
dominant defect type in the dI/dV maps of Fig. 6c and d. Those
sites turn bright at bias voltages that are lower than the
conductivity onset on the ideal surface, suggesting a local
downshift of the conduction band. Again, substantial spatial
modulations are identified for the band onset, reflecting the
in-homogeneous electronic structure of the CaOMo films.
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Fig. 6 (a) STM topographic image of a 15 ML CaOMo film (200  200 Å2)
and (b) dI/dV spectra taken at the indicated surface positions. The setpoint
bias was set to 2.0 V in all four cases. (c and d) Topographic image and
corresponding dI/dV map taken at 3.5 V on a 30 ML thick CaOMo film
(450  450 Å2). The most prominent defects in the image are the Mo
dopants (C-defects) and the dislocation lines.

The presence of excess charges in the oxide lattice oﬀers an
explanation for local shifts of the band onsets. Cation vacancies

(V
Ca and VCa ) are negatively charged with respect to the ideal
lattice. The negative potential induces a local upshift of the
bands around these defects, as observed in the dI/dV spectra of
Fig. 6b. In contrast, highly oxidized Mo species carry positive
excess charges, which generate an attractive electron potential
and lead to a downshift of the oxide bands. A similar behavior
is revealed for the line defects that display enhanced dI/dV
contrast below the band onset of the flat film (Fig. 6c and d).
The contrast increase indicates downward bending of the
conduction band at the dislocation lines, for instance due to
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clustering of positively charged MoCa and Mo
Ca centers. The
agglomeration eﬀect might be the consequence of strain
reduction in the oxide lattice when the dopants move into less
organized defect regions. In addition, the dislocations serve as
diﬀusion channels for Mo ions from the support.27 It is worth
noting that line defects in non-doped MgO films behave as
electron traps and are negatively charged, which is the reason
for their reduced contrast in the dI/dV maps.32
Our rationalization has been confirmed by DFT calculations.
To analyze the observed band bending in the proximity of
charged defects, we have computed core level shifts of surface
Ca atoms as a function of their distance from the defect. In fact,
the core-level shifts arise from the same change in the electron
potential that is responsible for bending the oxide bands.
Calculated shifts for the expected defects are summarized in
the Table 1. In full agreement with the experiments, a substitutional Mo ion induces a downshift of the oxide electronic states,
while the levels move upwards in presence of negatively
charged V
Ca centers.
(iii) Vacuum states. The last bias window analyzed here
extends from the vacuum energy of the system to about 8.0 eV
above EFermi. In this range, not the intrinsic sample LDOS but
vacuum states, the so called field emission resonances (FERs),
govern the diﬀerential conductance.39,43,44 The latter develop in
the classically-allowed region of the tunnel junction at high
sample bias. Electrons entering this region form standing
waves due to the constructive interference of wave-packets that
come from the tip and get reflected at the sample surface. The
associated bound electronic states show large electron transmissibility and dominate the high-bias conductance between
tip and sample.44 In the dI/dV spectra, FERs show up as a series
of maxima with specific energy dependence: En = F + kn2/3
(Fig. 7). Here, n denotes the quantum number of the level and
F is the local surface potential. From the bias position of the
FERs, local variations in the surface potential can be identified
and compared with the location of charged defects in the
CaOMo film.11,39
Fig. 7a shows two high-energy spectra taken on top of a Ca
vacancy (A-defect, orange line) and on the bare film (red line).
In both cases, the characteristic sequence of FERs is observed;
however, the peak positions on the defect site are clearly
upshifted. The spatial dependence of the FER-energies is
visualized in a spectral series taken across a single Ca vacancy

Fig. 7 (a) High-bias conductance spectra taken on 15 ML CaOMo with
enabled feed-back loop. The two surface positions for spectroscopy are
marked in the topographic image on the right (180  150 Å2). (b) Series of 20
FER spectra taken along the black line in the topographic image. In both data
sets, the FERs exhibit an energy shift when the tip approaches a cationic
vacancy. The behavior is compatible with a formally negative charge of the
surface defect. (c and d) Topographic image and corresponding dI/dV map
taken at 4.6 V on a 30 ML thick CaOMo film (450  450 Å2).

(Fig. 7b, line in the inset). The 20 spectra are plotted in a matrix
representation with the dI/dV intensity coded in color (blue:
low dI/dV signal). The 1st to 3rd FERs are clearly resolved as
bright, horizontal lines that get perturbed when the tip enters a
1 nm-circle around the defect. As revealed for the point spectra,
the resonances experience an upshift in the vicinity of Ca
vacancies, indicative for a local increase of the surface potential
F. Such a potential increase would be compatible with a formal
negative charge of the VCa centers, as discussed before. The
opposite trend is revealed for CaO surfaces with an abundance
of Mo-donors (C-defects). In the respective dI/dV maps taken in
the field emission regime, the C-defects turn bright clearly
before the pristine film (Fig. 7c and d). Apparently, the first

Table 1 Band bending around specific defects as deduced from shifts of the Ca 1s core level with respect to the ideal film. Values are obtained from DFT
(PBE) calculations, using the initial state approximation. Charged species are treated by adding a uniform neutralizing background

Defect

Band bending [eV]

MoCa (Mo3+ subsurface)
4+
Mo
subsurface)
Ca (Mo
5+
(Mo
subsurface)
Mo
Ca
2+
surface)
Mo
Ca (Mo
4+

0.09
0.29
0.49
0.14
0.18
0.23
+0.45

MoQO (Mo surface)
V
O (surface)
V
Ca (surface)
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FER becomes available for electron transport already at bias
values that are lower than on the bare surface. The same
eﬀect is observed for the CaO dislocation lines that are also
imaged with enhanced dI/dV contrast. Both observations are
in line with the anticipated downshift of the vacuum states
above positively charged Mo centers, and also corroborate
the idea that Mo ions get enriched along the CaO line
defects.

4. Summary
Using scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy, diﬀerent
point and line defects have been identified in crystalline CaO
films doped with high-valence Mo ions. The dopants show up as
extended charging rings that arise from a reversible switching of
their oxidation state in the tip-electric field. The charge switching
is possible only for Mo2+ ions in a near-surface region, while
higher oxidized or bulk-like species are resistant against tipinduced perturbations. Ca vacancies, being the compensating
defects for the Mo donors, are imaged as deep holes in the CaO
surface. According to DFT calculations, this defect type has low
formation energy in CaOMo films, as it provides trap states for the
extra electrons from the Mo donors. Diﬀerential conductance
spectra corroborate the proposed assignment of the point
defects. The Mo dopants feature a set of 4d-related gap states
that exhibit the expected splitting into a low-lying t2g and a
high-lying eg manifold. Charged defects are identified via their
long-ranged Coulomb response onto the surrounding oxide.
The Ca vacancies carry a formally negative charge that gives
rise to an upshift of the CaO conduction band and the vacuum
states in their vicinity. In contrast, the Mo dopants and most of
the line defects are positively charged and stabilize the oxide
electronic states.
The main result of our experiment is the surprisingly large
inhomogeneity of the oxide electronic structure. In contrast to
non-doped films, the absolute band position, the overall gap width
and the abundance of localized defect states in the gap feature
pronounced spatial variations that might be explained with an
agglomeration of dopants and compensating defects in certain
oxide regions. We expect that this inhomogeneity strongly aﬀects
the adsorption behavior and the chemical properties of doped
oxides. Charge transfer into suitable adsorbates, for example,
might preferentially occur in regions with high dopant concentration, e.g. along the oxide line defects. Our STM technique is
ideally suited to probe the defect landscape with high spatial
resolution and enables a detailed analysis of charge centers and
their impact on the chemical properties of doped oxides.
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